
KEEPING A DIARY  
Some people think that maths is difficult but they don’t realise how much they
are doing successfully already. Here is a great way to boost your confidence by
seeing how much you CAN do: 
Keep a maths diary. Try to do it for a week, though even a few days will
surprise you. You can download the template or you can use your maths skills
to make a table yourself. 
What to do: 
1. Take a sheet of paper and draw a rectangle which almost fills the page. 
2. Divide the rectangle into three columns - make the first one quite small and
the other two bigger. 
3. Draw horizontal lines to make 8 rows. 
4. Look below at this small version to check that you’ve got the right idea. 

Day Activity Maths content

Mon

Tue

Wed

Thur

Fri

Sat

Sun



If each member of boyband
One Direction tweets 10

times in one hour, how mant
tweets do One Direction

Now give yourself a pat on the back because you’ve used loads of maths skills
already: 
1. Using a pencil and ruler - yes, this is a skill! 
2. Measuring 
3. Understanding maths terminology - columns, rows, rectangle, horizontal 
4. Listing the days of the week 
And this is just the start! 
Look at this example diary below: 

These are all examples of hidden maths in everyday life. So far we’ve included:
calculating, estimation and approximation, ratio, calculating with money,
interpreting scales and metric measures.
Other examples are much more obvious.  Once you’ve included a bit of DIY,
activity at the gym, counting your calories, stock control, ordering, managing
money, booking a family holiday, reading a bus or train timetable… it won’t be
long before you’ve covered the whole adult maths syllabus. 
Go on… surprise yourself.  Download the template now or, even better, use your
maths skills to make your own. 

Day Activity Maths content

Sun

Went for a walk to local pub to meet
friends 

Bought a ‘round’ 

Cooked Sunday dinner 

Estimated distance to pub  
Estimated time taken to walk there to arrive at right time
& calculated time to leave house 
Approximated cost of round, paid and checked change 

Weighed ingredients 
Estimated cooking time 
Read temperature scale on oven 

Mon

Set alarm 

Stopped for petrol 

Shopped on way home 

Estimated time to get ready, time to travel to work and
calculated time to set alarm 
Compared prices at petrol stations, read petrol gauge on
car 
Worked out approximate cost of shopping and checked
change 

Tue

Pay day 

Helped daughter with homework from
school 

Baked cakes for cake stall at school 

Checked pay slip - wages and deductions 

Counting, tables, recognising numbers 

Found recipe for 12 cup cakes and worked out ingredients
for two dozen 


